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Rustic style honors the look, materials, and techniques of craftsmanship from bygone eras and applies them to a range of design aesthetics. Weathered profiles combined with living finishes, give Rustic designs a character all their own.
CAST BRONZE
Unlacquered Living Finish

AS-Antique Silver  •  AZ-Antique Bronze  •  IN-Italian Nickel
NB-Natural Bronze  •  VI-Verde Imperiale
AS-Antique Silver • AZ-Antique Bronze • IN-Italian Nickel
NB-Natural Bronze • VI-Verde Imperiale
**Britannium**

Unlacquered Living Finish

- **775-N**: 3-1/2” cc
- **775-DP**: 3-1/2” cc
- **780-N**: 18” cc
- **778-N**: 6” cc
- **779-N**: 12” cc
- **777-DP**: 4” cc
- **777-N**: 4” cc
- **773-DP**: 1-5/8”
- **773-N**: 1-5/8”
- **778-DP**: 6” cc
- **779-DP**: 12” cc
- **131-DP**: 1-1/2”
- **131-N**: 1-1/2”
- **132-DP**: 1-1/8”
- **132-N**: 1-1/8”
- **772-DP**: 1-3/8”
- **772-N**: 1-3/8”
- **775-DP**: 3-1/2” cc
- **775-N**: 3-1/2” cc

DP-Dark Pewter  □  N-Natural Britannium
Vinci cabinet hardware in Polished White Bronze
Vinci

CAST BRONZE
Unlacquered Living Finish

AZ-Antique Bronze  BB-Black Bronze  NB-Natural Bronze  PWB-Polished White Bronze
N-Natural Britannium

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
VIENTO

N-Natural Britannium
Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Lumiere cabinet hardware in Satin Brass
Contemporary designs pay homage to modern art and architecture in their unadorned styling. Sleek and simple lines in often-bold colors and materials complement and elevate all design themes and projects.
15-Satin Nickel  •  26-Polished Chrome  •  MB-Matte Black
PN-Polished Nickel  •  SB-Satin Brass  •  VS-Vintage Steel
BRASS
SOLID

Foncé

ALL ITEMS ARE NON-ADJUSTABLE

MB-Matte Black • MB/PN-Matte Black Bar/Polished Nickel Stem
MB/SB-Matte Black Bar/Satin Brass Stem • PN-Polished Nickel • SB-Satin Brass
LUMIERE

BRASS
ADJUSTABLE ACRYLIC

10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze • 15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome
BRG-Brushed Rose Gold • MB-Matte Black • PN-Polished Nickel • SB-Satin Brass
10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze  ■  15-Satin Nickel  ■  26-Polished Chrome
PN-Polished Nickel  ■  SB-Satin Brass
15-CL-Satin Nickel Clear • 15-SM-Satin Nickel Smoke
26-CL-Polished Chrome Clear • 26-SM-Polished Chrome Smoke

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
We recommend Positano edge pulls be installed on flat panel cabinets with a maximum thickness of 3/4" in order to achieve proper clearance. Edge pulls attach from inside drawer or cabinet face.

15-CL-Satin Nickel Clear  ▪  15-SM-Satin Nickel Smoke
26-CL-Polished Chrome Clear  ▪  26-SM-Polished Chrome Smoke
Finish and Glass combinations:

Black Nickel (BN) Finish: Light Bronze (LB), Lemon Ice (LM) or Rouge (RG)
Polished Nickel (PN) Finish: Silver Grey (GY), Turquoise (TQ) or White (WH)
Satin Nickel (SN) Finish: Black (BL), Steel Blue (SB) or White (WH)

COO-Confetti Orange • COT-Confetti Turquoise • CWG-Confetti White Grey
GBP-Green Blue Pebbles • IVS-Ivory Silk • PAQ-Pearl Aqua • PBL-Pearl Blue • PCL-Pearl Clear
SBP-Sable Pebbles • SCS-Scarlet Silk • SPS-Sapphire Silk • WLP-White Lace Pebbles
Finish and Glass combinations:

Black Nickel (BN) Finish: Light Bronze (LB), Lemon Ice (LM) or Rouge (RG)
Polished Nickel (PN) Finish: Silver Grey (GY), Turquoise (TQ) or White (WH)
Satin Nickel (SN) Finish: Black (BL), Steel Blue (SB) or White (WH)
15-Satin Nickel ▪ 26-Polished Chrome ▪ FAB-French Antique Bronze

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
15-Satin Nickel  •  26-Polished Chrome  •  BC-Black Chrome
MBZ-Milano Bronze  •  MSV-Milano Silver

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
On This Page
Finestrino cabinet hardware in Matte Black
Finestrino

15-Satin Nickel  •  26-Polished Chrome  •  BRBZ-Burnished Bronze
M26-Matte Chrome  •  MB-Matte Black
ARMADIO

15-Satin Nickel ▪ 26-Polished Chrome ▪ BRBZ-Burnished Bronze ▪ MB-Matte Black

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
**ITALIAN CONTEMPORARY**

15-Satin Nickel ▪ 26-Polished Chrome ▪ LTBZ-Light Bronze

- **503A-15**
  - 13-3/4" cc
  - APPLIANCE PULL

- **501-LTBZ**
  - 4" cc

- **502-LTBZ**
  - 6" cc

- **502-26**
  - 6" cc

- **502-15**
  - 6" cc

- **501-26**
  - 4" cc

- **501-15**
  - 4" cc

- **511-LTBZ**
  - 4" cc

- **511-26**
  - 4" cc

- **511-15**
  - 4" cc

- **512-LTBZ**
  - 6" cc

- **512-26**
  - 6" cc

- **512-15**
  - 6" cc

- **513A-LTBZ**
  - 13-3/4" cc
  - APPLIANCE PULL

- **513A-26**
  - 13-3/4" cc
  - APPLIANCE PULL

**Materials:**

- **SOLID BRASS**

**Finish Options:**

- Italian Contemporary
  - 15-Satin Nickel
  - 26-Polished Chrome
  - LTBZ-Light Bronze

- Armadio
  - 15-Satin Nickel
  - 26-Polished Chrome
  - BRBZ-Burnished Bronze
  - MB-Matte Black

**Note:** Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
15-Satin Nickel | ES/15-Espresso Brown/Satin Nickel
ES/26-Espresso Brown/Polished Chrome

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Regatta

15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome • MB/15-Matte Black/Satin Nickel
MB/26-Matte Black/Polished Chrome

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
15-Satin Nickel ▪ 26-Polished Chrome ▪ BC-Black Chrome
MB-Matte Black ▪ MBZ-Milano Bronze ▪ MSV-Milano Silver

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Stainless Steel

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.

Classico & Wave

15S-Satin Nickel  ▪  26-Polished Chrome  ▪  M26-Matte Chrome  ▪  MB-Matte Black

128 mm cc
192 mm cc
320 mm cc
64 mm cc
160 mm cc

Items in this design group are not intended for use as appliance pulls.
Transitional designs combine the best of both traditional and contemporary styles. Clean lines and rounded profiles help to balance beveled edges, while modern finishes provide an elegant and subtle look.
Lumiere Transitional

BRASS
ADJUSTABLE ACRYLIC

03-Polished Brass • 15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome
PN-Polished Nickel • PRG-Polished Rose Gold • SB-Satin Brass
Northport cabinet hardware in Signature Satin Brass
Menlo Park

15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome • ABZ-Ancient Bronze
BN-Brushed Nickel • MB-Matte Black • PN-Polished Nickel • SSB-Signature Satin Brass
Empire

15-Satin Nickel  •  26-Polished Chrome  •  ABZ-Ancient Bronze  •  AN-Antique Nickel
BBZ-Brushed Bronze  •  BN-Brushed Nickel  •  EBZ-Empire Bronze  •  MB-Matte Black
PN-Polished Nickel  •  SSB-Signature Satin Brass
15-Satin Nickel  • BBZ-Brushed Bronze
DP/C-Distressed Pewter/Copper  • EBZ-Empire Bronze
On This Page
Country cabinet hardware in Polished Nickel
Traditional designs include elegant accents and familiar, timeless shapes. Elements of classic European architecture emerge in Traditional design, including adorned engravings, antique silhouettes, rich metallic hues and baroque textures.
Traditional

SOLID BRASS

03-Polished Brass - 10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze - AB-Antique Brass
ALB-Antique Light Brass - DBZ-Distressed Bronze - MIBZ-Michelangelo Bronze
TRADITIONAL

15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome • AN-Antique Nickel
DN-Distressed Nickel • FB-Flat Black • PN-Polished Nickel
Country cabinet hardware in Polished Nickel
10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze • 15-Satin Nickel • 26-Polished Chrome • AN-Antique Nickel
AUB-Aurora Bronze • FB-Flat Black • PN-Polished Nickel • SB-Satin Brass
10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze ▪ 15-Satin Nickel ▪ 26-Polished Chrome ▪ AN-Antique Nickel ▪ AUB-Aurora Bronze ▪ FB-Flat Black ▪ PN-Polished Nickel ▪ SB-Satin Brass
Stargaze

Finish and Glass combinations:

Ancient Bronze (ABZ) Finish: Almond (AL), Chaparral (CL) or Scarlet (SC)
Antique Nickel (AN) Finish: Champagne (CH), Glacier Blue (GB) or Greystone (GS)
Polished Nickel (PN) Finish: Classic Black (CB), Classic White (CW) or Slate Grey (SG)
Finish and Glass combinations:

Ancient Bronze (ABZ) Finish: Almond (AL), Chaparral (CL) or Scarlet (SC)
Antique Nickel (AN) Finish: Champagne (CH), Glacier Blue (GB) or Greystone (GS)
Polished Nickel (PN) Finish: Classic Black (CB), Classic White (CW) or Slate Grey (SG)
10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze • 15-Satin Nickel • ALP-Antique Light Polish
AN-Antique Nickel • AUB-Aurora Bronze • PN-Polished Nickel
10B-Oil Rubbed Bronze • 15-Satin Nickel • ALP-Antique Light Polish
AN-Antique Nickel • MIBZ-Michelangelo Bronze • PN-Polished Nickel
Casual Elegance

SOLID BRASS

875-PN 3" cc
875-LAN 3" cc
873-RB 1-3/8"
873-MIBZ 1-3/8"
873-LAN 1-3/8"
874-MIBZ 96 mm cc
874-PN 96 mm cc
8746-MIBZ 6" cc
8746-PN 6" cc
8746-RB 6" cc

LAN-Light Antique Nickel • MIBZ-Michelangelo Bronze
PN-Polished Nickel • RB-Redington Brass
ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in door opening solutions, dedicated to satisfying end-user needs for security, safety and convenience.